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Abstract
We tackle the problem of answer type prediction, applying a transition-based neural network parser to understand the syntactic structure of a query and infer the
focus word or phrase that contains the correct type. To achive this, we first come
up with a framework to combine a dataset of labeled question-answer pairs and
a type inventory into a dataset to learn types. Second, we fit a sigmoid prediction layer on top of query words and the inferred syntactic structure of a query
to predict the correct answer types. Our model outperforms a logistic regression
baseline that does not take into account the syntactic structure of the query.
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Introduction and Related Work

Many of the question-answering systems capable of answering a broad range of world knowledge
on a production scale tend to have modular architecture and rely heavily on information retrieval
techniques, e.g. Watson [4] or Google’s web-based answering engine (for a couple examples of the
system at work, consider queries [who was the president during the moon landing] or [is eminem left
handed]). These systems are known to benefit from answer type modeling [5]: limiting the possible
set of candidates significantly increases both speed and quality. The entity ↔ type models are
extensively studied, using hypernyms [1], manually curated relationships [9] and Hearst pattens. The
query ↔ type relationships are much harder to infer and present an interesting research opportunity.
The goal of the project is to build a neural network model that, given a question, predicts its answer’s
type. For example, given a query [the tennis player who wore denim shorts], the model does not
have to come up with the exact answer (Andre Agassi), but it has to predict some reasonable set of
types (”human”, ”tennis player”, ”athlete”, etc) that the correct answer has to belong to.
Overall, the approach is as follows. First, we implement a type matcher, which canonicalizes words
and bigrams within the query and annotates them accordingly if they correspond to some types
within the type inventory considered. For example, consider the query [who starred in that horror movie about lambs]. Here, ”who” would be annotated with /collections/people, ”movie”
would be annotated with /collections/movies, and ”horror movie” would be annotated with
/collections/horror movies. We call such annotated spans (words or phrases) slots. Second, we
create a labeled dataset of query - type pairs. Third, we use a globally normalized transition-based
neural network parser [12] to use the syntactic structure of the query to enhance type prediction
quality.
Regarding the third part, model selection, the core choice has been between an architecture based
on a recurrent neural network, like [2] or [3], and a feed-forward transition-based architecture introduced in [10] and further developed in [11, 12]. Given that the current SOTA belongs to the globally
normalized feed-forward transition-based parser [12], their model is hundreds of times faster than a
recurrent architecture and is easily accessible with TensorFlow, it was our final choice.
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2.1

Approach
Framework for mining correct types

Assume we have a type inventory (for example, Freebase / KnowledgeGraph collections [9]), a
type matcher (which maps query tokens onto types within that inventory) and a labeled dataset of
questions and their correct answers. We define the correct answer types for these questions to be as
follows. First, we run a type matcher on the query, producing type annotations, e.g. [movies about
presidents] - /collections/movies, /collections/presidents. Second, for every correct answer
we find the types it belongs to. For example, ”All the President’s Men” - /collections/movies,
/collections/political thrillers, ”Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter” - /collections/movies,
/collections/vampire movies. Third, we define the correct types to be the intersection of these
sets (that is, all the types found within the query that every correct answer belongs to).
2.2

Baselines

The first baseline we evaluated works as follows. We take all the type annotations produced by
type matcher running on the query. The resulting zeros-and-ones vector is rescaled using only two
universal real-valued parameters (scale and of f set), and is returned as the unscaled prediction.
This is the equivalent of simply returning every type that the type matcher had found, with the
slight modification of rescaling the output to avoid infinite loss for incorrectly predicting hard 0 or
1 probabilities. The two parameters of the model are learned, in all experiments settling around the
values of 10.0 and 1.2, which translates into predicting the probability of 6.1 · 10−6 for types absent
in the query annotation and 1.2 · 10−1 for types present in the query annotation.
The second baseline takes the same zeros-and-ones type vector from the type matcher as input, and
uses logistic regression to predict every output type independently (an equivalent explanation would
be in terms of a feed-forward neural network of depth 1). To make the model converge faster, it is
initialized to the values replicating the first baseline.
2.3

Model

The core type prediction model investigated here uses the same data as the previous two baselines
(generated by type matcher), and also features based on the syntactic structure of the query. Binary
features are generated for the slots corresponding to the ROOT and N SU BJ of the sentence, and
an integer feature is generated for every slot based on its depth in the syntactic tree. As mentioned
before, we use globally normalized transition-based neural network parser [12, 13] to obtain the
syntactic structure of the query.
To make the model converge faster and reduce the chances of being stuck in suboptimal local minima, the predictive layer is pre-initialized to replicate baseline 2 (basically making the prediction
based only on type matcher output), and the syntactic parser is pre-initialized to use the parameters
of Parsey McParseface [13], which is an English dependency parser trained on Treebank Union.
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3.1

Experiments
Datasets

For the query-answer pairs, we have used SimpleQuestions [7]. For type inventories, we have experimented with curated Freebase/KnowledgeGraph collections database (abbreviated as KG below)
and another internal proprietary type inventory based on Hearst patterns (abbreviated as HP). For
both type inventories, the correct type labels are produced using the approach described above.
Let us consider some interesting statistics about the dataset obtained. The training part of SimpleQuestions contains roughly 76k queries and 37k unique answers. Of those, roughly 35k have KG
types (the number is rather high because all the answers are from Freebase [9]), and roughly 28k
have HP types. Of the 76k queries, only 1822 have no type-related annotations.
After we intersect the query annotations and correct answer types to produce the final dataset, of
importance is exploring the distribution of the number of correct types per query. Queries with zero
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associated correct types represent the portion of the dataset where answer type prediction cannot
help question-answering in principle, at least with the setup explored here. For the other queries,
the expectation is that most of the queries have only a few correct answer types, and in general
the distribution follows a power law. The numbers indeed conform to that expectation. Figure 1
shows a histogram of the distribution (in log-scale, to make the right side of the plot legible). The
raw numbers are as follows. For KG, {0 : 21570, 1 : 23870, 2 : 12996, 3 : 6248, 4 : 2819, 5 :
1930, 6 : 3058, 7 : 1651, 8 : 1028, 9 : 339, 10 : 202, 11 : 96, 12 : 27, 13 : 21, 14 : 13, 15 : 15, 16 :
6, 17 : 7, 18 : 4, 19 : 3, 20 : 1, 21 : 1, 22 : 1, 24 : 1, 25 : 1, 29 : 2}. The distribution is rather
heavy-tailed, because the parser produced an extensive list of similar collections (e.g. song writers,
musical artists, music group members, soul artists, blues artists, etc). For HP, the distribution is
as follows: {0 : 33359, 1 : 29375, 2 : 10283, 3 : 2408, 4 : 394, 5 : 76, 6 : 14, 7 : 1}. This
may appear surprising given HP type inventory is much larger, but is explained by the fact that the
actual bottleneck is the type matcher (which, on the query side, produces significantly more KG
annotations than HP annotations).
Uniting all KG and HP annotations of all queries, we obtain an type vocabulary of 15572 elements,
to which we refer as ”full type vocabulary”. The number of types occurring among correct types
is significantly smaller: 2526 for KG and 3425 for HP. After running into difficulties fitting models
based on full type vocabulary into RAM, we restrict the model vocabularies to only the types that
appear as correct at least once (referred as short vocabulary). While this restriction may potentially
limit the expressive power of the models, we actually observed a slight quality gain for baseline
models after this change.

Figure 1: Number of queries per number of labeled correct types

3.2

Evaluation

The evaluation setup is typical for a non-exclusive multi-class prediction problem (since there may
be more than one correct type, and recognizing a certain type as correct does not preclude other
types from being correct and useful too). All the models we evaluated work by calculating unscaled
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Table 1: Cross-enropy loss on KG-based dataset
MODEL
Rescaled type matcher
Logistic regression
Syntactic parser

Full vocab

Short vocab

2+ slots

3+ slots

8.1
4.0
Did not fit in RAM

7.6
3.8
3.2

10.7
5.0
4.5

13.9
6.1
5.8

Table 2: Cross-enropy loss on HP-based dataset
MODEL

Short vocab

2+ slots

3+ slots

2.0
1.2
0.7

2.3
1.43
0.9

2.5
1.58
1.1

Rescaled type matcher
Logistic regression
Syntactic parser

probabilities for every possible type. These probabilities are then normalized using the sigmoid
function, and cross-entropy loss is evaluated.
3.3

Results

Tables 1 and 2 contain the results for KG-based evaluation and HP-based evaluation respectively.
To provide a more nuanced look into the performance of the model, we also ran the training and
evaluation process separately on certain slices of the data. More specifically, we selected only
queries that have at least 2 different type-annotated spans (slots), and also the queries which have at
least 3 slots. Such queries are the most interesting to us, as multiple slots present more interesting
choices to the model.
We clearly see that for both type inventories and across all slices, the syntactic parser significantly outperforms the baseline. One peculiarity worth investigating is that for KG types, counterintuitively, having more slots actually reduces the difference in performance between the baseline
and the syntactic parser.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We come up with a framework to infer query → type models, using only query → answers data,
and explore the resulting distribution of correct types per query. The strength of this approach is that
it generalizes significantly better than attempting to predict the answer itself.
We apply a transition-based neural network dependency parser, and show that models utilizing syntactic structure data significantly outperform models based only on query word ↔ type mappings.
For future work, it seems important to investigate the phenomenon observed on KG slices: why
the difference in performance between the baseline and the syntactic parser is reduced on queries
with more slots (the expectation is that with more slots to choose from, the difference should be
larger). It would be interesting to replicate the results on a dataset containing more complex queries
(SimpleQuestions only contains answers from Freebase, which is a fairly strict limitation). It would
also be interesting to compare the transition-based parser with a recurrent architecture.
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